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ABSTRACT 

The physical modeling and simulation of energy conversion devices like fuel cells and electrolyzers 

allows deeper understanding of their technological bottlenecks and may guide the way to overcome 

them. For many of these devices, the lifetime has to be further improved before widespread 

commercialization will be possible. Therefore, predictive degradation models, in combination with 

rigorous physical performance models are of scientific interest. However, the development of such 

models is challenging. It requires coupling of various mathematical models on different time- and 

length-scales. 

The numerical framework NEOPARD-X[1,2] is a platform able to achieve this goal. Using a multi-

domain approach it allows the efficient coupling of different physical processes which are dominant 

in the various layers of electrochemical cells. In the porous electrodes, a transient non-isothermal 

compositional multi-phase-model is connected to (electro-)chemical models. For the description of 

the electrode reactions, global Butler-Volmer equations or a set of thermodynamically consistent 

elementary reaction steps can be used. This allows to couple reactant transport and electrochemical 

performance of the cell. The performance model allows the determination of the local conditions 

which form the basis for degradation models. In turn, these models will then influence the cell 

performance. 

As an example, the performance model for polymer electrolyte membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) will 

be presented which allows the interpretation of electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) 

measurements from a physical point of view. Further, novel models for the chemical membrane 

degradation and catalyst degradation are discussed. Additionally, a physical model for a solid oxide 

electrolysis cell (SOEC) based on elementary kinetic considerations will be presented. 
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